
COMPUTER BASED INFORMATION SYSTEM

HERE IS THE TOPIC ABOUT COMPUTER BASED INFORMATION SYSTEM WHICH IS THE SUB PART OF
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION.

Judgement of the manager plays a vital role in decision making where the problem is not structured. Often the
most over-looked element of the CBIS is the people: probably the components that most influence the success
or failure of information system. Another advantage of enterprise CBISs is their ability to provide detailed
product information. It is widely accepted that the use of the Internet and enterprise CBIS systems has created
new fraudulent possibilities [ 16 , 17 ]. Software: The term software refers to computer programs and the
manuals if any that support them. Another study found that the majority of online customers believed that
current advancements in security features, including encryption and other techniques, are not sufficient to
lower their security concerns [ 3 , 9 ]. The networked enterprise CBISs are not restricted by borders, nor do
they belong to anybody and access and publication material costs are extremely low. An independent
enterprise CBIS is typically a B2B online platform purposed by a third party, which is open to sellers in a
specific industry. Journal of Computing Sciences in Colleges. This can help enterprise CBIS vendors maintain
efficient communication with customers [ 25 , 26 , 27 ]. ISBN  Categories of different information systems
with their characteristics have been described briefly in table below. Computer programs are machine-readable
instructions that direct the circuitry within the hardware parts of the Computer Based Information System
CBIS to function in ways that produce useful information from data. In , Clemson University established a
graduate degree program that bridges the arts and the sciences Communications of the ACM. Office
Automation Systems Office automation systems are among the newest and most rapidly expanding computer
based information systems. People from other fields are saying they have discovered information processes in
their deepest structures and that collaboration with computing is essential to them. Many organisations have
taken the First step toward automating their offices. In addition, enterprise CBISs can help companies
transcend geographical barriers, and grow globally to attain profits in emerging markets that were once
unattainable [ 18 , 19 , 20 ]. Customers may need detailed information about certain products that is difficult to
provide. This relationship can be long-term and the customer of the enterprise CBIS will have the opportunity
to receive updates on the desired product. The customer in this scenario will have the advantage of reviewing
the product information prior to purchasing, before finalizing the transaction. For example, a customer
interested in a specific mobile make and model can register on the enterprise CBIS of the vendor who supplies
that specific model to establish a relationship and initiate a transaction. It covers the concept of the enterprise
CBIS, including its background, definitions, challenges, motivations, importance, types and enterprise CBISs
research trends. But this is true that all organisations process transactions as a major part of their daily
business activities. May  In order to set up an efficient purchasing environment, an association of buyers may
choose to run a buyer-oriented enterprise CBIS. This information must be as relevant, timely, accurate,
complete and concise and economically feasible 3. A decision is considered unstructured if there are no clear
procedures for making the decision and if not all the factors to be considered in the decision can be readily
identified in advance. Of major concern is the disclosing of credit card details. A number of enterprise CBISs
support only the aggregation of supply and demand, and the searching and matching of customers or vendors [
13 ]. The development of enterprise CBISs has changed the way traditional business is performed, resulting in
new business models, which were developed in the late s. Unlike physical markets, enterprise CBISs are
required to keep customer data safe from being exposed. Introduction An enterprise computer-based
information system CBISs have an important role to play in the digital economy as well as being a vibrant
research area. Lastly, the definition involves different important players participating in the utilization of
enterprise CBISs together with the consideration of its different transactions. This category includes the
computer itself, which is often referred to as the central processing unit CPU , and all of its support
equipments. There are various definitions of enterprise CBIS in the existing literature, the most prominent
ones from the following authors [ 11 , 14 , 15 , 16 , 17 , 18 , 19 , 20 , 21 , 22 , 23 , 24 , 25 , 26 , 27 , 28 , 29 ].
From this we have concluded that IS is a science, i. By utilizing an enterprise CBIS, the customer needs to
create only one link with the enterprise CBIS, which provides a link to all the vendors on a system that shares
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similar standards. A transaction processing system can be defined as a computer based system that captures,
classifies, stores, maintains, updates and retrieves transaction data for record keeping and for input to other
types of CBIS. Buyers bring purchase requirements while venders offer products or services.


